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1.A money order system is designed to calculate the charge for a transfer
- Amounts from 1 to 1999 are charged EUR 10.
- Amounts from 2000 to 5000 are charged EUR 15
- Amounts below EUR 1 or above EUR 5000 are not accepted.
Assume that only integer values can occur.
Which of these sets of amounts covers all equivalence classes?
A. 0-1999-2000-5000
B. 1-2000-5001-10000
C. 0-100-2000-6000
D. 99-1- 2000- 4999,99
Answer: C
2.Where and by whom is Beta testing normally performed?
A. By customers or potential customers at their own locations
B. By an independent test team at the developing organization's location
C. At the developing organization's site, but not by the developing team
D. By customers or potential customers at the developing organization's site
Answer: A
3.Which statement about use case testing is true?
A. The test cases are designed to find defects in the data flow.
B. The test cases are designed to find defects in the process flow
C. The test cases are designed to be used by real users, not by professional testers
D. The test cases are always designed by customers or end users
Answer: B
4.An organization is working on updating test cases for a particular module of their software.
Sam updated a set of test cases yesterday and saved the new version on his PC.
Unfortunately, the hard disk of his PC crashed, and his work was lost.
The IT department of the organization restored the contents of his hard disk with the last available
back-up - from the previous morning However the changes made by him yesterday were lost forever
Which of the following tools, had it been used, would have prevented the loss of Sam's updates?
A. Incident Management Tool
B. Configuration Management Tool
C. Test Execution tool
D. Backup tool
Answer: A
5.The following sentences refer to the Standard for Software Test Documentation' specification (IEEE
829) .
Which sentence is correct?
A. The key to high quality test documentation regimes is strict adherence to this standard
B. Any deviation from this standard should be approved by management, marketing & development
C. This test plan outline is relevant for military projects For consumer market projects there is a different
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specification with fewer items
D. Most test documentation regimes follow this spec to some degree, with changes done to fit a specific
situation or organization
Answer: A
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